ANTHONY   EDEN
general negotiations in Rome on all outstanding questions
between Italy and Great Britain that night. He asked that
Italian participation in the Spanish war should be dealt with
by the Non-intervention Committee. In return he accepted
the British formula of withdrawal as determining the point
at which belligerent rights should be granted.' The Prime
Minister considered this opportunity should be seized.
Eden, however, insisted that a matter of principle was raised
which must be submitted to the Cabinet.
When Grandi returned for his answer, Chamberlain had
to inform him that it must be deferred until a Cabinet de-
cision had been reached. * At this meeting between the
Premier, Mr. Eden, and Count Grandi, it was, I gather, not
so clear that Rome would accept the British formula on
Spain, this being later made conditional on the Cabinet's
approving the whole Italian proposal.5 If Grandi actually
stiffened his terms on that Friday, Eden's subsequent refer-
ences to ' now or never ' had a particular context. On more
general .lines, he was vindicated by the attitude adopted by
the Italian press, which never ceased to stress the strength of
the Berlin-Rome axis.
On that Sunday night the crowds gathered. They were
silent and mystified. Photographers were busy. Journalists
rushed in and out of No. 10 with that noticeable lack of cere-
mony or dignity which is their peculiar prerogative. * Eden
and Cranborne so far!' whispered a lobby correspondent to
me, who had just come out. He was evidently disappointed.
For the clubs had been full of exciting rumours. It was ex-
pected that at least half a dozen of the Cabinet would follow
Eden into exile (Malcolm MacDonald, Duff-Cooper, and
Belisha were mentioned, in addition to the three established
rebels, Elliott, Morrison, and Stanley).
At 7.30 there was the awe-inspiring spectacle of Sir John
Simon playing chess in the National Liberal Club—so what
was supposed to be a second Cabinet, timed for 7.30, was
only a meeting of Ministers.   It went like wildfire that
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